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Background



The goal of international tax reform

• “Once the measures are implemented, many schemes facilitating
double non-taxation will be curtailed. The implementation of the
BEPS package will better align the location of taxable profits with the
location of economic activities and value creation, and improve the
information available to tax authorities to apply their tax laws
effectively.”

– Source: OECD anti-BEPS tax reform Explanatory statement
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So where is value created at Apple?



Tim Cook 2013

• “You might be surprised
to learn that much of
that innovation takes
place in a single U.S. Zip
code—95014. That is
Cupertino, California,
where we have built an
amazing team, the
brightest, most creative
people on the planet.”
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So where are Apple profits recorded?
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The contribution of “Irish” company Apple Sales International
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The contribution of “Irish” company Apple Sales International

US Senate committee reveal details
of Apple’s Irish tax structure

Why didn’t we
know know about
ASI before the
U.S. Senate
investigation in
2013?



Inside Apple Sales International



What was hidden behind in the Irish unlimited company ASI?

Source: EC state aid case, final decision

Apple’s big secret: Because ASI was
not tax resident anywhere in the
world it paid almost no tax
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Apple’s big secret: Because ASI was
not tax resident anywhere in the
world it paid almost no tax

Ireland later conceded loose rules
around tax residency of Irish
companies was “damaging the
reputation of many countries” –
and initiated a series of reforms.

That forced Apple to start looking
for a new tax structure…



Inside the Paradise Papers



• Confirm that an Irish company can conduct management activities (such as board meetings, signing of
important contracts) without being subject to taxation in your jurisdiction.

• Is there a credible opposition party or movement that may replace the current government?

• Does your firm offer the use of boardroom facilities for holding board meetings, and what would the charge be
for use of the facilities?

• What information is publicly visible (e.g., through the companies registry or equivalent) when a company is
registered in your jurisdiction.

• Are there any developments suggesting that the law may change in an unfavorable way in the foreseeable
future?

Apple sent a questionnaire to six jurisdictions where offshore law firm Appleby had offices. Questions included:

Paradise Papers disclosures

Source: Apple questions to Appleby BVI, Cayman, Bermuda, Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey



Source:
internal
Appleby
email

Secrecy remains important to Apple
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Secrecy remains important to Apple

After shopping around, Apple select Jersey as the
new tax residency for ASI and another subsidiary
called Apple Operations International…



AOI appears in Appleby files on Jersey

Source: internal Appleby document
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Note: AOI and ASI are still Irish companies. But they are adopting tax
residency in the tax haven of Jersey — and doing so less than three
months AFTER Ireland has announced plans to ban this behaviour

because it is reputationally damaging



What happen next?



The secret sale of IP

Apple Irish
CompanyASI

Intangible property rights

>$200 billion
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Apple Irish
CompanyASI

Intangible property rights

>$200 billion

Proceeds from the sale go
untaxed in Jersey

Cost of the sale generate years of tax write-
offs under generous new IP acquisition rules



The secret sale of IP

Apple Irish
CompanyASI

Intangible property rights

>$200 billion

The cost to Apple of this sale is, of course, NOTHING



A big clue: Ireland’s GDP jumps 26% in 2015,
boosted by close to $270bn of intangible

assets
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What was the tax impact of Apple’s new tax structure?



Tax impact
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What happened to Apple's tax rates?

U.S. federal rate ETR Cash ETR Foreign ETR

Apple’s Irish
reorganisation





Early next year it is likely that Apple’s offshore cash will have doubled since the 2014/15 restructuring


